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Drawing Tags

The marking implements of the material drawing culture are cached at a remove in the virtual arguments. In General

drawing exigency towards its own transformations makes it the moment of preserving its improvisation, the identification

of which towards paper has always bothered me since the bulk of human history has been of drawing in culture without

paper: on hides, bark, cloth, pottery, wood, stone,clay and engraving therefore is also a definite drawing impulse for

example the Poet Cold Mountain, an absolute hermit engraved his poetry on rocks and trees about his cave, and these

copied to paper by others gave the print form as it were. The cyber realm therefore of drawing in light, through sheer

movement referencing materiality in the software argument highlights drawing as the eternal philosophic bracket of

moment of awareness in regard to ones activity as it is given over to motion, like the verbal state- both of which are

transformative within the state of giving over a marking that is the improvisation.

Black and white photography of say monuments and cities also has in the subtraction of color a kind of activity in the

negative definition. In the available culture the rhetoric of black and white photography is a kind of perception of time as

Picasso defined drawing, a trick definition however; the echo question is what kind of perception? The definition kind of

begs the question....

Picasso is borrowing into Bergson oscillation, the objective art and subjective response, the subjective art and objective

response as a chiasmus which needs space over all to develop a sustaining rhetoric of implications and potentials in

generative flux and metamorphosis.

Again, the available culture is headed towards teaching children writing only on computer, the marking element, drawing

does no show in contemporary computer art so much with the exception of a kind of "paint box argument" which

maintains some marking culture. Without being reactionary one would like to reverse this on the strength of the word

reverse which translates as "trope"- drawing on trope is the entrance into information architectures which can study

better the inflections of language. On could criticize me for not noting that much of "not marking" might be another kind

of marking, and this indeed is also true towards the integrative whole but the whole spectrum needs to be available to

make the space of the thought even as one selects.
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Part 2

In the second state the material projection is related now to the neo

neon motion sensor drawing afterglow of video slice through the

cinematic knot wherein the media moods which reflect through

neon art on the sense of material colloids, color as heated gas remi-

niscent of the structure of our entropic universe... while the move-

ment through form of form as form is contrasting translncence to

the hands sense of motion and compression as projecting flux from

within just as the sluce and luce morphemes of the word indicate the

moving quality of vision itself, in that what it sees is a motion it cre-

ates upon itself.



I he range oi mind and virtuality through the projection ot materiality begins in this project by

considering a space for the sculptor' drawing: given all the white marble works come from the

same quarry of Carrara as a thought experiment could one take all the photo's of white works

and project cumulative mass to relate to the existing quarry space? I have used the geological

sense of compression within the information architecture ofthe drawing space to give a similar

feeling as that thought experiment in the projects first state.
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